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ABSTRACT
We present ECHO, a new technique that detects data races
instantaneously in the IDE while developers code. ECHO
is the first technique of its kind for incremental race detection supporting both code addition and deletion in the IDE.
Unlike conventional static race detectors, ECHO warns developers of potential data races immediately as they are introduced into the program. The core underpinning ECHO
is a set of new change-aware static analyses based on a novel
static happens-before graph that, given a program change,
efficiently compute the change-relevant information without
re-analyzing the whole program. Our evaluation within a
Java environment on both popular benchmarks and realworld applications shows promising results: for each code
addition, or deletion, ECHO can instantly pinpoint all the
races in a few milliseconds on average, three to four orders
of magnitude faster than a conventional whole-program race
detector with the same precision.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Data races are among the hardest to debug types of bugs
in software systems. As software becomes more parallel,
race detection techniques are proliferating [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Several industrial-strength tools [7, 8, 9] have also been deployed. Most techniques and tools, however, are designed
for late phases of the software development cycle, e.g., testing or production, where the whole program is completed.
Although races detected in a later phase are more likely to
be real bugs, scaling to programs with a large code base
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Figure 1: Instantaneous race detection by ECHO.

cult. Moreover, the later a bug is found, the more expensive
it would be to fix it [10].
We advocate detecting races early in the programming
phase (ideally, in the IDE) such that it is both easier to
scale the race detector, by amortizing the analysis cost, and
cheaper to fix the detected races, by providing developers
early feedback. However, existing IDEs (e.g., Eclipse [11])
lack the support for detecting sophisticated bugs such as
data races, because of the expensive analysis cost. For example, static race detectors [1, 2, 12] typically require pointer
analysis, which often takes several seconds or minutes to
compute for realistic programs. Upon a code change in the
IDE, instead of running a conventional race detector and
waiting for seconds or minutes, developers would favor an
in situ race checker running in the background that, similar
to checking syntax errors, detects races “instantaneously” as
they are introduced, and as non-intrusively as possible.
In this paper we present ECHO, a new technique and a
prototype tool that realize the above vision in Eclipse. A
snapshot of ECHO is shown in Figure 1 (see also a video
demo at [13]). The two statements at lines (20,37) form a
race on a shared variable x. ECHO detects this race and
displays the bug warning instantly (i.e., in a few milliseconds) as the two statements are introduced into the program. When either of the two statements is deleted or the
statement at line 37 is moved into the synchronized region,
ECHO will invalidate the warning, again, instantly.

In a nutshell, ECHO leverages the fact that programming often involves frequent but small changes, which can
be analyzed quickly together with only their respective dependencies without re-analyzing the whole program. Yet,
for race detection, the problem of how to efficiently update the change e↵ects and correctly relate them to races
is quite challenging. We develop a new change-aware race
detection algorithm based on a novel graph representation
of the happens-before relation that handles a realistic subset
of multithreaded Java programs (see Section 3), supporting
both addition and deletion of di↵erent types of statements.
A critical component of our algorithm is an on-the-fly
points-to analysis that determines the heap locations accessed by program statements and pointer aliases for reasoning about lock operations. Although points-to analysis
has been intensively studied before [14, 15, 16] including
a few incremental algorithms [17, 18], there is no previous
technique that is applicable within an IDE in which both
code addition and deletion must be handled. In particular,
handling deletion is difficult because it may involve complex
data-flow analysis and invalidation of the existing points-to
set. A reset-then-recover algorithm does not scale because
the analysis is cubic in the program size. We develop a novel
reachability-based algorithm that optimizes the invalidation
of the points-to set when a statement is deleted, achieving
as much as 41X (see Section 4.1) speedup over the resetthen-recover algorithm on a real-world application.
Like other static race detectors, ECHO is incomplete and
can report false positives due to the limitation of static
analysis. However, compared to conventional race detectors, we argue that ECHO is less over-whelming to developers as they receive immediate feedback on potential
races rather than getting a large number of warnings all
at once. Moreover, ECHO implements two optimizations
to improve precision. First, ECHO uses a hybrid algorithm combining happens-before and lockset. As observed
by other researchers [19, 1], the hybrid algorithm is e↵ective in pruning false positives reported by purely locksetbased detectors. Second, ECHO builds on top of an object
field-sensitive (but context-insensitive), locally flow-sensitive
Andersen-style analysis [20]. The field and locally flow sensitivity e↵ectively reduces false positives caused by objectlevel false sharing and flow-insensitivity within a method.
Our evaluation on a variety of popular benchmarks and
real-world applications shows that ECHO detects 100% of
the known races with a 36% false positive ratio and it takes
only 1-5ms on average to handle each change. Compared
to a whole-program race detector with the same recall and
precision, ECHO is three to four orders of magnitude faster.
We highlight our contributions as follows:
• To our best knowledge, ECHO is the first static race
detection technique that makes instantaneous in situ
race detection possible in the IDE.
• We present a set of novel change-aware static analyses
including efficient data structures and new points-to
analysis algorithms that enable ECHO to quickly respond to both code addition and deletion.
• We present an evaluation of ECHO on both popular
multithreaded benchmarks and real-world Java applications and demonstrate that it can pinpoint races in
milliseconds with a reasonable precision. We also identify three common sources of false positives.

2.

OVERVIEW

We first present an overview of ECHO with an artificial
example, and then discuss the technical challenges.
Example. Imagine that in an IDE the developer has written the Java program in Figure 2(a) but not yet the code
in the gray region (i.e., the changes ¨–∞). The program
starts two threads testing a Vector container by storing and
retrieving objects of the Conference class, which has two attributes, name and year. The main thread (T 1) first creates
two Conference objects, c1 and c3 , and assigns c1 to another
object reference c2 . It then adds c2 to the vector v and
starts the child thread (T 2) passing v as an argument. T 2
traverses the vector and prints out each element contained
in it. The Vector implementation here is not thread-safe,
because its methods are not synchronized. However, there
is no data race in this program so far, because all operations
are ordered by happens-before, i.e., T 2 must execute after
the thread start operation by T 1 at line 39.

2.1

ECHO in Action

Suppose the developer now performs the changes ¨–∞.
We next show how ECHO reacts to them one by one.
Change ¨. When the first change ¨ v.add(c3) is introduced, ECHO displays two races between lines (19,23)
and (23,27). The reason is that the change adds the second
Conference object (referenced by c3) to the vector, which
modifies both the size of the vector (count) and the corresponding array element (elems) at line 23. These two writes
are not ordered with the two method calls v2.size() and
v2.get(i) by T 2, which respectively read count and elems
on the same vector at lines 19 and 27. None of these four
accesses is protected by any lock and they form two races.
Changes ≠Æ. Upon seeing the two race errors, the developer attempts to fix them by introducing Change ≠: adding
synchronized keyword to both add(e) and size(). ECHO
detects that the race (19,23) is fixed (because both of the two
accesses are now protected by the same lock) and clears the
warning. However, the other race (23, 27) remains because
the access at line 27 is not protected. As a result, the developer proceeds to introduce Change Æ: adding synchronized
to get(i). After this change, the race warning (23,27) also
disappears because ECHO detects that both accesses to the
array element are now protected by the same lock.
Changes Ø∞. Now the developer adds Ø c3.incrementYear() at line 41. ECHO detects a new race (8,10), because
this method call modifies the attribute year at line 8 and it
is not ordered with the method call p.toString() by T 2 at
line 51, which reads year at line 10. Both c3 and p can refer
to the second Conference object and these two methods are
not synchronized, so the two accesses to year form a real
race. To fix this race, instead of adding synchronization,
the developer realizes that c3 should not be added to the
vector and hence performs Change ∞: deleting v.add(c3)
at line 40. Upon the deletion, ECHO invalidates the race
warning (8,10) because now lines 8 and 10 access di↵erent
objects and p cannot refer to the second Conference object.

2.2

ECHO in a Nutshell

Figure 2(b) shows an architectural overview of ECHO,
consisting of three components: a change tracker, a race
detection engine, and a race displayer. The first and the
third components are both IDE-specific. The second component takes one or more changes as input and runs a change-
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class Conference{
30 public static void main(String[] args){
String name;
String name = "FSE";
31
int year;
int year = 2016;
32
Conference(String n, int y){
Conference c1 = new Conference(name,year);
33
this.name = n;
Object c2 = c1;
34
this.year = y;}
Conference c3 = new Conference(name,year);
35
public void incrementYear(){
Vector v = new Vector();
36
this.year++;}
v.add(c2);
37
o33 o35 o36 o38
public String toString(){
Thread2 thrd2 = new Thread2(v);
38
return name+year;}
thrd2.start();
39
c1 c3 v thrd2
}
5⃣ v.add(c3);
40
1⃣ v.add(c3);
1⃣
class Vector{
c2
v1
41
4⃣ c3.incrementYear();
Object[] elems;
e
42 }
v2
int count;
class
Thread2
extends
Thread{
43
t[x]
Vector(){
44
Vector v2;
this.elems = new Object[MAXSIZE];
public Thread2(Vector v1) {
45
p
}
46
this.v2 = v1;
public int size(){
2⃣
(c) Points-to Graph
}
47
return count;
synchronized
48
public void run(){
}
for(int i=0;i<v2.size();i++){
49
void add(Object e){
50
Object p = v2.get(i);
Object[] t = this.elems;
System.out.println(p.toString());
51
t[count++] = e; // writes t[x]
52
}
}
synchronized 3⃣
}
53
Object get(int i){
54 }
Object[] t = this.elems;
return t[i]; // reads t[x]
}
(a) Example
}
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Figure 2: ECHO Technical Overview.
aware algorithm to detect races. The algorithm relies on
three mutually dependent graphs – a points-to graph, a call
graph, and a static happens-before (SHB) graph, all of which
are computed in a change-aware manner: only those facts
(nodes and edges) in the graph that are a↵ected by the
change are recomputed and the rest of the graph remains
the same. The points-to graph and call graph are standard.
We refer the readers to previous work [14, 21] for their background. The SHB graph is a new data structure:
Static Happens-Before (SHB) Graph. The SHB
graph augments the call graph with directed edges representing the happens-before relation between abstract threads
and heap accessing statements: read or write to abstract
heap locations (AHL) – a field of an abstract object or an array element. Figure 2(d) shows the SHB graph of the example program. The edge v.add!t.start means that v.add
should be executed before t.start and t.start!thrd2.run
because thrd2.run can only execute after the thread is started.
The edges are transitive. In addition, for the race detection
algorithm to identify conflicting accesses to AHL, the SHB
graph is also associated with two states from each heap access statement to the corresponding AHL: a read set and
a write set, denoting reads and writes to the AHL, respectively. For example, the method v.add by T 1 writes to t[x]
and count on v. Because v can point to o36 , these two
writes by T 1 are included in the write sets of o36 .t[x] and
o36 .count, respectively.
Algorithm 1 ECHO Race Detection ( P )
1: Input: P - a set of program changes.
Additions: +{a1,a2,...}; deletions: -{d1,d2,...}.
2: Global states: ptg - points-to graph;
3:
cg - call graph;
4:
shb - static happens-before graph.
5: ptg , cg
UpdatePointsToAndCallGraph( P );
6: shb
UpdateSHBGraph( P , ptg , cg );
7: DetectDataRaces( shb , ptg ).
Algorithm Overview. An overview of our race detection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Given a set of pro-

gram changes P (including both addition and deletion1 ),
the points-to graph and call graph are updated first (we will
show how in Section 3). Then, P together with the changes
in the call graph ( cg ) are used to update the SHB graph.
Finally, we check if any update in the points-to graph ( ptg )
and the SHB graph ( shb ) can lead to new races or invalidate any existing races. There are two basic steps: finding
and invalidating conflicting accesses and checking happensbefore and lockset. The first step tracks changes of states
(i.e., read and write sets) associated with each AHL. If the
write set contains accesses from at least two di↵erent abstract threads, or at least one access from a thread that is different from any thread in the read set, the two corresponding
accesses are considered conflicting. The second step checks
for the two conflicting accesses their happens-before relation
and locksets, which can be computed using the SHB graph.
If the two accesses are not ordered by happens-before or
their locksets do not overlap, they are reported as a race.
Example. The points-to graph and the SHB graph before
the changes ¨-∞ are shown in Figure 2, ignoring the colored
nodes and edges. When ¨ v.add(c3) is added, both of the
two graphs are updated. A new edge c3 ; e is added in the
points-to graph because c3 is passed as the method argument. A new node v.add is added in the SHB graph and a
new edge from t.start is added to this new node. In addition, because p can now refer to o35 , the read set of o35 .year
is updated to include T 2. The new v.add node has the same
read and write statements as that of the first v.add node
before t.start. However, the di↵erence is that this node
is not ordered with the nodes from T 2. Hence, by checking happens-before and lockset related to the new accesses
to o36 .t[x] and o36 .count, our algorithm detects two races,
(19,23) and (23,27). Similarly, when Ø c3.incrementYear()
is added, a new c3.incYear node is added to the SHB graph
and a new edge from t.add is added to the new node. Both
the read and write sets of o35 .year are updated to include
T 1, because c3.incrementYear() reads and writes the field
1
Note that a code update can be treated as two changes:
deletion of the old statement, and addition of the new statement. Large code chunks can be treated as a sequence of
small changes.
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Figure 3: SIMJava.
year, and c3 can refer to o35 . The read set of o35 .year
contains T 2, so the two accesses at lines 8 and 10 are conflicting. By checking their happens-before and locksets, our
algorithm detects a new race (8,10).

2.3

Technical Challenges

To achieve both fast speed and good precision, there are
several tough technical problems that we must solve:
1. Change-aware race detection. How to correctly
and efficiently react to a program change? How to
correctly handle di↵erent types of changes? How to
efficiently maintain the happens-before relation and
lockset upon a change?
2. Change-aware points-to analysis. How to soundly
update the points-to graph and call graph upon a change?
By soundness, we mean that any true points-to relation must be represented in the points-to graph. Meanwhile, we would like to compute a points-to graph that
is as precise as possible. For example, in Figure 2,
before Change Ø, the variable p cannot refer to o35 .
Otherwise, a false positive would be reported.
3. Sound static happens-before graph. How to construct a sound SHB graph such that any true happensbefore relation is represented and no reachable heap
access is missed? How to handle back edges caused by
loops or recursion? How to identify abstract threads
that may have multiple runtime instances?
We next present our algorithms to address these challenges.

3.

ALGORITHM

We first introduce a multithreaded language SIMJava,
which contains a subset of Java basic constructs for multithreaded programming. Based on SIMJava, we then present
our change-aware analysis algorithms.
The SIMJava Language. SIMJava is inspired from
ConcurrentJava [22], with a few di↵erences and extensions that make it more powerful for expressing concurrency and also cleaner for change-aware analysis. Figure 3
shows the syntax. SIMJava supports three types of interthread synchronization operations, fork, join, and synchro-

Table 1: Static HB Graph Construction. Array accesses are treated similarly to field accesses (as to a
single field) and are omitted.
Statement
Nodes
∏ x = y.f
read(y.f)
π x.f = y
write(x.f)
∫ x = o.m(y ⇤ )
8Oc 2 pts(o): call(Oc .m)
Ω t.start()
8Oc 2 pts(t): fork(Oc )
æ t.join()
8Oc 2 pts(t): join(Oc )
ø synchronized(x){ 8Oc 2 pts(x): lock(Oc )
s⇤ }
unlock(Oc )
⇤
J loop(b){s }
unroll twice: s⇤ s⇤
Two fake nodes: 8Oc 2 pts(t): start(Oc ) & end(Oc )
fork(Oc ) ! end(Oc )
end(Oc ) ! join(Oc )
Method call s (o.m):
8Oc 2 pts(o): ) Node(s) ! FirstNode(Oc .m)
LastNode(Oc .m) ! NextNode(s)
8s1 , s2 2 m & s1 s2 ) Node(s1 ) ! Node(s2 )

Edges:

8Oc 2 pts(t):

nized. The fork and join operations together form the interthread happens-before relation and synchronized forms the
lock mutual exclusion relation. Statements ∂-ø include the
typical operations for object allocation, assignments, field
and array read and write, method invocation, as well as the
concurrency primitives. All these statements are analyzed in
our race detection. In addition, SIMJava supports the loop
operation J loop(b){s*} that evaluates a boolean variable
b and iterates the statements s*. The loop operation reflects
loop constructs, such as for and while. For race detection,
loop operations must be considered in our algorithm because
they may spawn multiple threads and may also introduce
multiple other types of synchronizations. However, conditionals are ignored because our algorithm is path-insensitive.

3.1

Change-aware Data Race Detection

The core of our algorithm is a change-aware static happensbefore (SHB) graph powered by an on-the-fly points-to analysis. We first present the SHB graph construction algorithm.

3.1.1

SHB Graph Construction

Starting from a unique entry method (e.g., main), the SHB
graph is constructed following the rules in Table 1. There
are nine di↵erent types of nodes in the SHB graph, corresponding to the nine statements ∏-ø in SIMJava. ∏ (field
read) and π (field write) are similar to ª (array read) and
º (array write), except that the index to field is fixed and
bounded, but to array it is not. To improve efficiency, array
index is often ignored in static analysis. We also do not distinguish di↵erent array elements, instead we create a single
“field” x for each array object a and consider all accesses to
a as to a[x]. In this way, ª and º are equivalent to ∏ and
π, respectively. We hence omit the discussion of ª and º
in the rest of this paper.
The synchronization statement ø (synchronized(x){s⇤ })
generates two nodes: lock and unlock, inserted at the beginning and end of the synchronized block, marked by “{”
and “}”, respectively. In addition, we introduce two fake
nodes for each abstract thread: start and end, which are
used to construct the inter-thread happens-before relation.
Abstract Heap Location (AHL). For field and array

read/write node, we maintain a link from the node to one
(or more) AHL, which corresponds to the abstract data the
node accesses. The AHL is identified by O.f (for field) or
O.x (for array), where O is an abstract object in the pointsto set of the base variable. Each AHL is associated with
two states: a read set and a write set, recording write and
read accesses to the location from abstract threads. This
information is used to identify conflicting heap accesses.
Abstract Thread and Lock. For the other nodes, each
node is associated with one (or more) abstract object, which
is computed using the points-to set of the corresponding
base variable. For example, for fork and join (and start
and end), their abstract object is the corresponding abstract
thread, identified by the points-to set of t in t.start(),
t.join(), or the main method (for only the main thread).
For lock and unlock, their abstract object is the corresponding abstract lock: the points-to set of x in synchronized(x).
Handling Loop. For loop statements J (loop(b){s⇤ }),
we create more than one sequence of nodes for s⇤ , because
each s may generate multiple reads/writes or fork multiple
threads. The challenge is that the number of loop iterations
is unknown statically. Nevertheless, for race detection, it
suffices to unroll the loop twice. The reason is that data
races involve only two abstract threads and two memory accesses. Unrolling a loop twice will guarantee to expose the
same set of races as unrolling more than two times. Similarly, we handle recursion by unrolling all loops in the call
graph twice and removing the corresponding back edges.
Statement Location. Each node in the SHB graph is
also associated with a unique location, corresponding to the
program location of the statement. The unique location is
used to determine the program order for statements from the
same method. For synchronized blocks and loop statements,
the locations of their corresponding nodes are treated in the
following way. For lock and unlock, their locations correspond to the locations of “{” and “}” of the synchronized
block. For loops, we add a loop iteration identifier (either
I1 or I2) to each node, all nodes with I1 should happen before nodes with I2 unrolled from the same loop statement.
Together with the call graph, the node location information
is used to compute the intra-thread happens-before relation.
Happens-Before. The happens-before edges are constructed over fork!start and end!join for each abstract
thread object and over method calls. For a method call s,
o.m, for each abstract object, Oc , in the points-to set of o, an
edge is added from its corresponding node, Node(s), to the
first node of the callee method, FirstNode(Oc .m). In addition, an edge is added from the last of the callee method,
LastNode(Oc .m), to the next node of s, NextNode(s).
Furthermore, happens-before edges are added between consecutive nodes in Oc .m following the program order.
Lockset. lock and unlock nodes do not introduce happensbefore edges. Instead, we associate every memory access
node (read and write) protected by each pair of lock and
unlock nodes with a lockset and add all the abstract lock
objects to which these lock variables may refer to the lockset. The lockset is used together with happens-before to
improve precision of race detection.

3.1.2

Change-aware SHB Algorithm

If any of these nine types of statements is added or deleted,
our change-aware SHB algorithm updates the SHB graph.
This step is relatively straightforward by following the rules

in Table 1. For addition, we first insert the corresponding nodes (introduced by the new statement) into the SHB
graph according to the statement location. We then add the
links for AHL and add the happens-before edges according to
the points-to set. For deletion, we simply remove all the corresponding nodes and their links and edges from the graph.
If a removed node n is between two nodes n1 ! n ! n2 ,
then the two nodes will be connected n1 ! n2 . For loop
statements, their addition and deletion are equivalent to
adding and deleting s⇤ in the loop body. For synchronization
statements, we update the lockset of each read and write
node that they protect accordingly.
For statements ∂ (allocate) and ∑ (simple assignment),
they may change the points-to graph and call graph. For
points-to changes, we update the SHB graph by adding or
deleting the corresponding nodes/edges/links according to
the changed points-to set of each base variable. For call
graph changes, we delete only the related edges but not the
nodes, to reuse the nodes later if a method call statement
to the same method is added.
A caveat is that a statement may appear as multiple nodes
in the SHB graph because the statement is in a loop or its
enclosing method is called in multiple places. Therefore, for
changes to these statements, we must track and update all
their occurrences in the SHB graph. We track these statements by maintaining a map from each method to its locations in the graph and a boolean state for each statement
indicating if it is in a loop. For a statement change, we locate all their occurrences by checking both the map with its
enclosing method, and the boolean state. We do not handle method recursion separately because recursion is already
handled by unrolling the loops twice in the call graph.

3.1.3

Change-aware Race Checking

The race checking procedure is triggered upon a change in
the SHB graph. There are three types of changes: links to
AHL, lockset, and happens-before. When a link to an AHL
is added or deleted, it means that a read or write node, X, is
added or deleted, and we perform race checking specific to X.
We first find all the pairs of conflicting nodes including X by
checking the associated read and write sets. Because any of
these pairs may become a race (or no longer a race), for each
pair, we check the happens-before relation and the lockset
condition between the two nodes. If the two nodes cannot
reach each other on the SHB graph and their locksets do not
intersect, we flag them as a race. The lockset condition here
is essentially a may-alias analysis that determines if two lock
variables may refer to a common lock. If the flag of any pair
is changed, we update the race warning in the IDE.
For happens-before changes, we only handle inter-thread
changes because intra-thread happens-before is determined
by program order and it alone cannot introduce new races or
invalidate existing races. There are two types of inter-thread
happens-before edges: (1) fork!start and (2) end!join.
For (1), we check only the conflicting node pairs involving
those nodes that happen before the fork node and those that
happen after the start node because only (the happensbefore relation of) those nodes can be a↵ected by this happensbefore edge. Similarly, for (2), we check only the conflicting
node pairs involving those nodes that happen before the end
node and after the join node. For lockset changes, similarly,
we only find and check those conflicting node pairs involving
nodes whose locksets are changed.

Table 2: Extended Andersen’s Algorithm (Oc refers to abstract objects of type C).
Statement
Points-to Set Constraint
Points-to Graph Edge
∂ x = new C
Oc 2 pts(x)
Oc ; x
∑x = y
pts(y) ✓ pts(x)
y;x
∏ x = y.f
8O 2 pts(y) : pts(O.f ) ✓ pts(x)
O.f ; x
π x.f = y
8O 2 pts(x) : pts(y) ✓ pts(O.f )
y ; O.f
∫ x = o.m’(y ⇤ ) //from method C.m pts(y) ✓ pts(y 0 ) and pts(z) ✓ pts(x) z ; x and y ; y 0
call: m’(y 0⇤ ){s⇤ return z}
8Oc0 2 pts(o): add (C.m, cs) ; C 0 .m0 in the call graph//cs – call site

3.2

Change-aware Points-to Analysis

Our change-aware points-to analysis builds on an on-thefly Andersen-style algorithm [20]. It is context-insensitive,
but field-sensitive and locally flow-sensitive, i.e., flow-sensitive
within each method. The key novelty of our new algorithm
(Algorithm 2) is to make the analysis more efficient in handling program changes including both addition and deletion.
On-the-fly Andersen’s Algorithm. Let pts(v) denote
the points-to set of a variable v and Ov the abstract object
directly assigned to v. Points-to analysis is often cast as a
graph closure problem. Each node represents a variable v
and has an associated points-to set pts(v) or Ov . In Andersen’s algorithm, edges represent subset constraints between
nodes: an edge a;b means that pts(a) is a subset of pts(b).
For SIMJava, there are seven types of statements (∂-º)
relevant to points-to analysis. ∂ (allocate) and ∑ (simple
assignment) are used to initialize the points-to graph, and
the rest five (∏-º) may add more edges on-the-fly. Table 2
shows an extended Anderson’s algorithm. The statement ∫
(method call) is also directly related to call graph construction. When a new call graph edge is discovered, the pointsto graph may also be updated because of the new points-to
facts introduced by parameter passing and value returning.
As a result, the on-the-fly algorithm works in a loop until
reaching a fixed point, i.e., both the points-to graph and call
graph are unchanged. In each iteration, a worklist is used to
track the new points-to facts and the points-to information
is propagated along the two graphs following the constraint
rules in the second column in Table 2.

3.2.1

Statement Addition

Handling statement addition follows the same rationale
as the on-the-fly Anderson’s algorithm. New points-to facts
(nodes/edges) are first extracted from the added statement
and put into the worklist. Then, the points-to information
is computed along the relevant paths in the two graphs until
reaching a fixed point. The key advantage of our new algorithm is that only those nodes in the paths related to the
new facts are recomputed, all the other nodes are untouched.
The algorithm (Algorithm 2 lines 7-19) takes an added
statement s and its enclosing method C.m as input (C.m is
needed for building the call graph). It first finds out all the
new edges that s may introduce using the function FINDEDGES (Algorithm 3). FINDEDGES handles each type
of statements following the rules in the third column of Table 2. For the first two types (∂ and ∑), the new edges
can be added straightforwardly (note that the side e↵ect
of Statement ∑ (x = y) is handled by the fixed-point computation in Algorithm 2 at lines 9-19). For the other three
(∏π∫), which we call complex statements, their corresponding edges are not fixed but depend on the points-to set of
their base variable. For example, for ∏ (x = y.f), suppose
pts(y) contains two objects o1 and o2 , then two edges must

be added: o1 .f ; x and o2 .f ; x. Moreover, when pts(y)
is changed during the computation, the corresponding statement must be re-evaluated because new edges may be added
or deleted. Therefore, in addition to finding edges for these
complex statements, FINDEDGES also maintains a map,
CS, that records the corresponding complex statements and
their methods for each base variable. For example, for π
(x.f = y), x ; (C.m, s) is added to CS for statement addition and deleted for deletion.
Statement ∫ (x = o.m’(y ⇤ )) may additionally update the
call graph, trigger new statements (in the callee method)
to be added, or introduce points-to edges related to both
formal parameters and return. We handle all these cases
correspondingly in Algorithm 3.
For each new edge src ; dst, if it is not already in the
points-to graph, it is added to the graph and its pointsto set is updated following the subset constraints: pts(dst)
pts(dst) [ pts(src). If pts(dst) is changed, all edges from
dst in the points-to graph are added to the worklist and reprocessed to update the points-to set of v. In addition, all
the complex statements that have dst as their base variable
will be re-processed because new points-to edges may be
introduced by the change in pts(dst).

3.2.2

Statement Deletion

Handling statement deletion is more complicated than addition. Intuitively, it is the reverse of addition and, if we can
track the state changes of the points-to graph by each addition, we may undo the changes for deletion of the same
statement. Yet, this intuition is not true because points-to
analysis is not “reversible”. Deletion is fundamentally di↵erent from insertion in that it requires updating not only the
pointer information of the specific change, but also previous
changes that are dependent on this change. Moreover, for
large graphs, it is expensive to memorize the state changes.
Reset-then-recover. One (less efficient) solution (Algorithm 2 lines 20-40) is to reset the points-to sets of all
relevant nodes and then recompute them. We can first find
all the points-to edges that are related to the deleted statement, remove all these edges, and reset (set to empty) the
points-to sets of their destination nodes as well as all nodes
that they can reach. Then, following the same method for
addition, we can add all the edges in the remaining points-to
graph that can reach the reset nodes into the worklist and
repeat the fixed point computation. This method is inefficient because the points-to sets of some reset nodes may in
fact remain unchanged before and after the deletion, such
that all the reset-then-recover computations are wasted.
Reachability-based Algorithm. Our optimized solution is based on two observations. First, after deleting an
edge x ; y, the points-to set of y may remain the same if x
is still reachable to y. Second, for any abstract object O, if
O is reachable to y then O must be included in the points-

Algorithm 2 Change-Aware Points-to Analysis
1: Input: s – a new added or deleted statement in C.m.
2: Global States: ptg =< Vp , Ep > – points-to graph;
3:
cg =< Vc , Ec > – call graph;
4:
pts – points-to set function;
5:
W – worklist;
6:
CS – variable to complex statements;
7: //Addition
8: W
FINDEDGESS(C.m, s);
9: while W 6= ; do
10:
e
SELECT FROM W //e: src ; dst
11:
if e 62 Ep then //e is a new points-to edge
12:
Ep
Ep [ e;
13:
pts(dst)
pts(dst) [ pts(src);
14:
if pts(dst) changed then
15:
foreach (dst ; v) 2 Ep do
16:
W
W [ (dst ; v);
17:
//process complex statements
18:
foreach (C.m, s) 2 CS(dst)
19:
W
W [ FINDEDGES(C.m, s);
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

//Deletion - Reset-then-recover
Reset
;;
W
FINDEDGES(C.m, s);
while W 6= ; do
e
SELECT FROM W //e: src ; dst
Ep
Ep \e; //remove e from Ep
Reset
Reset [ dst;
while Reset 6= ; do
v
SELECT FROM Reset
pts(v)
;; //reset the points-to set of v
foreach (v ; dst) 2 Ep do
Reset
Reset [ dst;
foreach (src ; v) 2 Ep do
W
W [ (src ; v);
while W 6= ; do
e
SELECT FROM W //e: src ; dst
pts(dst)
pts(dst) [ pts(src);
if pts(dst) changed then
//process complex statements
foreach (C.m, s) 2 CS(dst)
W
W [ FINDEDGES(C.m, s);

41: //Deletion - Reachability-based
42: W
FINDEDGES(C.m, s);
43: while W 6= ; do
44:
e
SELECT FROM W //e: src ; dst
45:
if IsReachble(src,dst) then
46:
continue;
47:
foreach o 2 pts(src) do
48:
//L: a set of nodes whose points-to sets may change
49:
L
L [ dst;
50:
while L 6= ; do
51:
v
SELECT FROM L
52:
if IsReachble(o,v) then
53:
continue;
54:
pts(v)
pts(v)\o; //remove o from pts(dst)
55:
foreach (v ; dst) 2 Ep do
56:
L
L [ dst;//propagate the change
57:
//process complex statements
58:
foreach (C.m, s) 2 CS(dst)
59:
W
W [ FINDEDGES(C.m, s);

Algorithm 3 FINDEDGES(C.m, s)
1: Output: E N
– a set of edges, initially empty.
2: Notation:
– union for addition;
3:
removal for deletion.
4: switch s do
5: case ∂ x = new C: E
E [ Oc ; x;
6: case ∑ x = y: E
E [ y ; x;
7: case ∏ x = y.f:
8:
foreach O 2 pts(y) do
9:
E
EN
[ O.f ; x;
10:
CS
CS (y, (C.m, s));
11: case π x.f = y:
12:
foreach O 2 pts(x) do
13:
E
EN
[ y ; O.f ;
14:
CS
CS (x, (C.m, s));
15: case ∫ x = o.m’(y ⇤ ):
16:
foreach Oc0 2 pts(o) do
17:
if C.m ; C 0 .m0 62 Ec then
18:
foreach s0 2 C 0 .m0 (y 0⇤ ){s0⇤ return z} do
19:
E
E [ FINDEDGES(C.m, s0 );
20:
EN E [ {y ; y 0 , z ; x};
21:
Ec
E
(C.m ; C 0 .m0 )
c
N
22:
CS
CS (o, (C.m, s);
23: return E.
to set of y. Our new algorithm (shown in Algorithm 2 lines
41-59) hence lazily updates the points-to set by checking the
path reachability beforehand, using the function IsReachable(x,y). The algorithm updates the points-to set of y
(denoted by pts(y)) only when IsReachable(x,y) returns
false and it removes an abstract object O from pts(y) only
when IsReachable(O,y) returns false.
o2
Consider the example in Figo1
ure 4 where the edge x ; y
w
x
is deleted. We first check if
deleted
p
q
x is still reachable to y, if yes
(e.g., in the existence of the
y
path x ; p ; y), we simply
stop. If not, we go on to check
the reachability from each abz
stract object o in pts(x) to y.
Figure 4: An examIf o is not reachable to y, we
ple of edge deletion.
remove o from pts(y) and continue to check the reachability from o to the nodes that are
reachable from y (e.g., z in the example) and propagate the
removal if not reachable. Otherwise, o remains in pts(y) and
we stop the propagation for o. If the path x ; p ; y does
not exist, after deleting x ; y, o1 can no longer reach y
and o1 is hence removed from pts(y). The removal is propagated to pts(z) because z is reachable from y and o1 is no
longer reachable to z. However, o2 is still reachable to y
via the path o2 ; w ; q ; y and o2 remains in pts(y).
The computational improvement here is that we can skip
the propagation to pts(z), because pts(y) is unchanged.

3.3

Soundness and Other Optimizations

Soundness. Both of our change-aware happens-before
graph construction and points-to analysis algorithms are
sound. Our incremental computation on the happens-before
graph and points-to graph produces the same state as the
one-shot whole-program computation. The key to the proof
is that adding/removing a statement computed by our algo-

Table 4: Race Detection Performance. ECHO is
typically four orders of magnitude faster than conventional whole program race detector.
Example
FileWriter
Loader
Manager
MergeSort
Racey
Pool
WebLech
H2

Pointer analy.
(one-time)
3.3s
4s
2.4s
2.5s
2.9s
2.5s
2.4s
16.4s
5.2s

Whole-prog.
detector
3.3s
4.1s
2.5s
2.5s
4.3s
2.6s
2.4s
16.5s
5.2s

ECHO
Average Worst
0.27ms
153ms
0.96ms
837ms
0.27ms
197ms
0.32ms
269ms
0.3ms
238ms
0.25ms
226ms
0.24ms
122ms
5ms
6.4s
0.89ms
1.0s

rithms leave the states of the two graphs the same.
However, our race detection algorithm is unsound, due to
its use of may-alias for reasoning about lockset. May-alias
may incorrectly determine that two di↵erent lock variables
(that refer to di↵erent locks at runtime) alias each other
and certain real races may be missed. Nevertheless, this
issue rarely happens in practice when the points-to analysis
is locally flow-sensitive. In our studied benchmarks, ECHO
can detect all known real races.
SCC Optimization. Precise tracing of all e↵ected edges
and nodes can be expensive due to the presence of cycles in
the points-to graph. However, all nodes in the same cycle
are guaranteed to have identical points-to sets, so we can
collapse those strongly-connected components (SCC) into a
single node. Previous research [21] has shown that the SCC
optimization is e↵ective scaling to millions lines of code. We
also apply this optimization in our algorithm. Specifically,
we maintain a super node for each SCC and update the super
nodes after the initial worklist is set. A super node can be
either augmented (for addition) or shrinked or broken (for
deletion). Once updated, both the graph traversal and the
update of points-to set in the SCCs become faster.

4.

EVALUATION

We implemented ECHO as an Eclipse plugin based on the
WALA framework [23]. We modified the ZeroOneCFA [20]
implementation of Andersen’s algorithm (that identifies abstract objects by allocation sites). We evaluated ECHO on a
variety of popular Java multithreaded benchmarks collected
from previous concurrency studies [1, 4, 24], including three
real-world systems – the H2 database [25], the WebLech Spider [26], and the Apache Commons Pool library. Our evaluation answers two sets of research questions:
1. Performance – How efficient is ECHO in reacting to
program changes? How scalable is ECHO in detecting races? How much speed up compared to wholeprogram race detection?
2. Recall & Precision – Can ECHO detect all real
races? How precise is it? What is the false positive
ratio and what are the reasons for false positives?
Benchmarks. Table 3 summarizes the static characteristics of the benchmarks including our example program in
Figure 2. The size of the smaller benchmarks ranges from
68 to 2.8K lines of code. The size of real-world programs
ranges from 10K to 172K. All benchmarks except H2 are
self-contained, i.e., each of them has a single entry point
(the main method) for the analysis. For H2, we use the

test driver class org.h2.test.synth.thread.TestMulti in
the H2 test suite as the entry point. All JDK libraries (e.g.
java.lang.* and java.util.*) are included in the analysis except those excluded by WALA by default, such as
java.awt.* and sun.*. These JDK libraries account for
the majority of the classes (the number reported in Column
3) for building the class hierarchy. Nevertheless, for pointsto analysis, only those methods that are reachable from the
entry points are analyzed. The number of reachable methods for these benchmarks ranges from 927 to 3.7K, containing 27K to 108K SSA instructions. The points-to graph for
each benchmark contains 9K-41K pointer keys (i.e., reference variables), 1.2K-5K instance keys (i.e., object allocation sites), and 60K-2.5M points-to edges. For WebLech,
its points-to graph is much larger and more dense than the
other benchmarks. It is particularly interesting for our evaluation of scalability because Anderson’s algorithm in the
worst case is cubic in the size of the graph.
Evaluation Methodology. ECHO can be used by developers starting either from an empty project or from an
existing code base. We choose the latter scenario for our
evaluation. For each benchmark, we run the experiment in
three phases: (1) run points-to analysis and static happensbefore graph construction for the whole program; (2) delete a
statement and run race detection; (3) add the deleted statement back and run race detection. Phase 1 is needed only
once for ECHO. Phases 2 and 3 are performed for each
statement in each method.
To understand the performance improvement of our novel
change-aware algorithms, we also implement a whole program race detector and compare its performance with ECHO.
The whole program race detector uses the same hybrid algorithm and the same pointer analysis as we use in ECHO.
The only di↵erence is that for every change it has to re-run
the whole-program analysis. Hence, the whole program race
detector and ECHO have the same race detection ability
(i.e., report the same races with same precision and recall),
except that ECHO is faster.
In addition, to show the improvement of our reachabilitybased algorithm for handling deletion, we compare its performance with the reset-and-recover algorithm.
All experiments were performed on an Apple Mac Pro
with 2.5GHz dual-core Intel i5 processor and 4GB of memory
running Java HotSpot 64-bit Server VM version 1.8.0.

4.1

Performance

Table 4 reports the performance of ECHO compared to
the whole program race detector. Column 2 reports the time
for performing the points-to analysis for each benchmark.
The points-to analysis time typically ranges between 2s-5s,
except for WebLech, which takes 16.4s because of its large
points-to graph. Column 3 reports the time taken by the
whole program race detector to detect races upon a change.
The whole program race detector needs 2.5s-16.5s to detect
races. Columns 4-5 report the average and worst-case time
(including all incremental analyses and the race detection)
taken by ECHO for each change.
For most benchmarks (including H2 and Pool), ECHO
takes less than 1ms on average per change and 1s in the
worst case. Compared to the whole program race detector,
ECHO is typically four orders of magnitude faster. The
only exception is WebLech, which has a much larger and
more dense points-to graph. However, even for WebLech,

Table 3: Benchmarks. JDK libraries are also analyzed except those excluded by WALA by default.
Benchmark
Example
FileWriter
Loader
Manager
MergeSort
Racey
Pool
WebLech
H2

LOC
68
256
109
171
298
294
10K
35K
172K

#Classes
7091
7094
7089
7090
7089
7091
7091
7144
7628

#Methods
927
1569
938
956
971
930
931
3650
1814

#SSAInstructions
26881
52568
27263
27811
28522
27447
26991
108176
66463

Table 5: Performance of Addition and Detection.
Fast-Insts: instructions that take <0.1s to handle.
Example
FileWriter
Loader
Manager
MergeSort
Racey
Pool
WebLech
H2

Average
delete
add
0.4ms
0.06ms
1.7ms
0.23ms
0.44ms 0.07ms
0.5ms
0.07ms
0.53ms 0.06ms
0.44ms 0.06ms
0.43ms 0.06ms
8.9ms
1.1ms
1.6ms
0.17ms

Worst
delete
153ms
837ms
197ms
269ms
238ms
226ms
122ms
6.4s
1.0s

case
add
21ms
28ms
29ms
25ms
36ms
34ms
22ms
219ms
79ms

Example
FileWriter
Loader
Manager
MergeSort
Racey
Pool
WebLech
H2

Example
FileWriter
Loader
Manager
MergeSort
Racey
Pool
WebLech
H2

Fast-Insts%
delete
add
92%
92%
93%
93%
92%
92%
92%
92%
92%
92%
92%
92%
92%
92%
91%
93%
93%
94%

#PointerEdges
58540
324631
60133
67671
66694
58932
55956
2578820
391769

#total
1
7
4
9
0
0
0
15
0

#true races
1
5
2
6
0
0
0
9
0

#false positives
0
2
2
3
0
0
0
6
0

T1, T2
class Spider run():
163:
204:

Reset-then-recover
average
worst
0.5ms(1.3X)
507ms(3.3X)
2.4ms(1.4X)
1.3s(1.6X)
0.48ms(1.1X) 319ms(1.6X)
0.58ms(1.2X) 317ms(1.2X)
0.55ms(1.0X) 338ms(1.4X)
0.46ms(1.0X) 343ms(1.5X)
0.49ms(1.1X) 517ms(4.6X)
368ms(41X)
54.2s(8.5X)
3.7ms(2.3X)
1.9s(1.9X)

ECHO takes only 5ms on average for each change and 6.4s
in the worst case, a 3000X speedup over the whole program
race detector on average and 2.5X in the worst case.
Addition & Deletion. Table 5 compares the performance between addition and deletion. Columns 2-3 and
Columns 4-5 report the average and worst case time, respectively, taken by ECHO for adding and deleting a statement.
Columns 6-7 report the percentage of instructions that take
ECHO less than 0.1s to handle. Overall, addition (0.06–
1.1ms on average and 21–219ms in the worst case) is much
faster than deletion (0.4–9ms on average and 112ms–6.4s
the worst). The reason is that addition does not involve the
complex invalidation of existing points-to sets. Nevertheless,
over 91% of all the statements take less than 0.1s.
Reachability-based Deletion vs Reset-then-recover.
Table 6 compares the performance between the reachabilitybased and the reset-then-recover algorithms for handling
statement deletions. In the average case, the reachabilitybased algorithm takes 0.4–8.9ms per change, whereas the
reset-then-recover algorithm takes 0.46-368ms. In the worst
case, the reachability-based algorithm takes 0.15–6.4s, while
the reset-then-recover algorithm takes 0.3–54s. On average, the reachability-based algorithm is 4.6X faster than
reset-then-recover for the average case and 2.3X faster for
the worst case. The speedup is more significant for the
real-world systems. In particular, for WebLech, the reset-

#InstanceKeys
1178
2825
1199
1221
1275
1179
1182
5004
3174

Table 7: Results of detected races.

Table 6: Performance of detection algorithms.
Reach-based
average
worst
0.4ms
153ms
1.7ms
837ms
0.44ms 197ms
0.5ms
269ms
0.53ms 238ms
0.44ms 226ms
0.43ms 122ms
8.9ms
6.4s
1.6ms
1.0s

#PointerKeys
8832
17044
8952
9121
9401
8859
8852
41612
20506

URLGetter urlGetter = new URLGetter(config);
List newURLs = downloadURL(urlGetter...);

downloadURL():
260: urlGetter.getURL(url);
class URLGetter getURL():
63: if(failureCount>10) {
failureCount=0;
67:
}
132:

failureCount++;

Figure 5: False positives on “failureCount” in Weblech due to the lack of object sensitivity.
then-recover algorithm takes 368ms on average and 54.2s
the worst, while the reachability-based algorithm takes only
8.9ms and 6.4s, respectively, which is 41X and 8.5X faster.

4.2

Recall & Precision

Table 7 reports the results of detected data races by ECHO.
Each race has a unique signature, i.e., a pair of program
statements. For several benchmarks, they have one or more
known data races. We first studied all the known races and
manually inspected the races reported by ECHO. We found
that ECHO reported all those known races in these benchmarks. ECHO detected 23 true races and 13 false positives
in total (all these races are available at [13]). The precision
is 64% (23/36) and recall 100%. Nevertheless, ECHO may
still miss certain true races in other Java programs because
of its limited support of language features (e.g., ECHO does
not handle reflection) and its use of may-alias (as described
in Section 3.3). However, both of these two issues are fundamental to static analysis.
False Positives. ECHO reported 13 false positives in
these benchmarks. The false positive ratio is 36% (13/36).
Previous research [12, 1] has shown numerous sources of false
positives raised by static analyses. We identified three main

T1
class DataStorage putData():
35:

38:

if(m_iCount>=m_iSize) {
doubleArray();
}
m_DataArray[m_iCount++] = new Data(data);

T2
class DataPrinter run():
18: int rand = Math.abs(randomizer.nextInt());
19: int count = DataStorage.getInstance().getCount();
20: int place=rand%count;
23: DataStorage.getInstance().getData(place);
class DataStorage getData():
43:
45:

getCount():

31: return m_iCount;
synchronized (m_sync) {
ret = m_DataArray[place]
}

Figure 6: False positives on “m DataArray[x]” in
FileWriter due to indistinguishable array indexing.
sources in our experiments:
Object Sensitivity. Identifying static objects by their
allocation sites is imprecise. It can often lead to false positives between accesses to objects allocated at the same program location but are di↵erent. Consider an example in
WebLech (Figure 5). The program starts two concurrent
threads, both executing the run method of the Spider class.
Each thread creates a new URLGetter object at line 163
and uses it to fetch URL, which accesses the object field
failureCount at lines 63, 67, 132. ECHO reported 6 false
positives on failureCount because the underlying pointer
analysis does not distinguish the two URLGetter objects allocated at the same site by the two threads.
Indistinguishable Array Indexing. ECHO does not
distinguish between di↵erent array indexes, which can lead
to false alarms because accesses to di↵erent elements of the
same array are considered as to the same memory. This issue
can be more complicated when the array indexes are under
complex data flow and path conditions. Consider an example in FileWriter (Figure 6). Thread T1 writes to a shared
array m_DataArray with index m_iCount at line 38. Thread
T2 reads m_DataArray with index place, which is computed
by a random value mod m_iCount. The two indexes cannot
be equal because of the mod operation. ECHO reported 2
false positives in FileWriter due to this problem.
Ad Hoc Synchronization. ECHO handles standard
thread synchronizations in Java such as thread fork, join
and the synchronized keyword but does not recognize ad
hoc synchronizations. Missing ad hoc synchronizations caused
several false positives in our experiments. Due to space reasons we refer the readers to our technical report [27] for a
detailed example of this issue.
These issues open several interesting directions that we
plan to investigate in future work. For example, adding
more object and context sensitivity [28, 29, 16] in the pointsto analysis could reduce false positives. A more precise array
index analysis [30, 31, 32] could alleviate the second issue,
and recognizing ad hoc synchronizations [33, 34, 35] could
further improve the precision of ECHO.

5.

RELATED WORK

A large number of static race detection techniques have
been proposed, including many types systems [36, 37, 38,

39, 40, 41, 42], scalable whole-program analyses [1, 2, 43,
44, 12], model checking [45, 46], and other specialized techniques [47, 48]. The key advantage of static race detection is
that it provides the potential to detect all races over all program paths, which eliminates false negatives, although most
techniques in practice sacrifice soundness for scalability.
A primary limitation of static analysis is that it is imprecise and may produce false positives. A few sophisticated
data flow analyses [12, 43, 44] have been proposed to improve
precision via more expensive analysis. Compared to existing
techniques, ECHO amortizes the analysis cost across many
small program changes and avoids redundant computation
through change-aware analysis. Moreover, ECHO works in
the IDE and can detect races and warn the developers to fix
the races as they are introduced.
Type-based race checking systems [39, 42, 36, 37, 38] can
perform well in the IDE, but they typically require a significant amount of manual annotations and/or work only for
an ideal language. ECHO is fully automatic without any
annotation and works for a realistic Java-like language.
Praun et al. [49] propose an object use graph (OUG)
model that statically approximates the happens-before relation between accesses to a specific object. The key di↵erences between OUG and our SHB graph are that the SHB
graph is field-sensitive while OUG is object-sensitive and
that OUG does not model lock operations.
Points-to analysis has been extensively researched [14, 28,
16, 29, 21, 15] in several di↵erent dimensions, e.g., flowsensitivity, context-sensitivity, heap modeling, etc. Precise
points-to analysis is NP-hard [15]. Any practical points-to
analysis must approximate the exact solution and balance
between precision and performance.
A few incremental and demand-driven points-to analysis
algorithms have been proposed, based on CFL reachability [50, 17], logic programming [51], and data flow analysis [52, 18]. However, demand-driven approaches do not
handle changes, and existing incremental approaches cannot
efficiently handle code deletion. Moreover, none of them has
been applied in IDEs for multithreaded programs before.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a new IDE-based static race detection
technique and a tool, ECHO, that can detect data races
as soon as they are introduced into the program. ECHO
is powered by a set of novel change-aware static analyses
that efficiently compute change-relevant program information upon code changes without re-analyzing the whole program. Our results on a variety of multithreaded benchmarks
and real-world Java applications show that ECHO can detect races within milliseconds upon a code change with a
reasonable precision. In future work, we plan to conduct
empirical studies with developers to evaluate the usability
and usefulness of ECHO for diagnosing and fixing real races.
We also plan to improve the precision of ECHO by addressing the sources of false positives as discussed in Section 4.2.
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